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ABSTRACT 

Art therapy has been used as a vehicle to access parts of the self that the conscious mind is 

unaware of. An important piece of the mysterious territory charted by some art therapists 

refers to the spiritual arena. While there is some research to validate the connection between 

art therapy and spirituality, more is needed. This heuristic study documents an attempt to add 

to the growing body of arts based research approaches connecting spirituality and art therapy. 

Using four different art mediums, the researcher has made art to the theme “Come to me 

empty and I will fill you” in an attempt to integrate a personal spiritual awakening over a 

period of six weeks. The art pieces and self-report narratives acknowledge a deepened 

relationship with God and self. The process of art therapy leads to personal insights, shifts in 

attitude and changes in behavior as experienced by the researcher and measured by a scale 

designed for this purpose. The findings suggest that there is a documentable connection 

between art therapy and spiritual healing; that spiritual growth is an important part of what 

art therapy has to offer and that spiritual growth may be calculated using a scale of spiritual 

development. Further research is recommended. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

I have always been interested in The Big Spiritual Awakening like Paul had on the 

way to Damascus, or Byron Katie (Byron, 2002) experienced on her walk through the desert 

where she became enlightened. Stories of Edgar Casey (Kirkpatrick, 2000) receiving his gift 

of medical intuition; and of Sai Baba (Murphet, 1971) returning from the dead with the 

ability to manifest rings and coins and lighters out of thin air intrigued me. I imagine the 

night the Virgin Mary was visited by the angel or Jerry Maguire’s (Brooks & Crowe, 1996) 

overnight conversion from the “Hideous Consumer American” to “Sensitive Urban Man.” 

When I got sober in Alcoholics Anonymous and began to develop a spiritual relationship 

with the God of my understanding, I badly needed relief and begged on bent knees for 

“Help”. I hoped for something quick and dramatic. My hero, Bill Wilson (Anonymous World 

Services, 1997), had received lightning-bolt sobriety that changed his life forever. I wanted a 

great big spiritual awakening too! In my exploration of these and other stories I came across 

evidence that many people experience very slow but persistent spiritual growth of the 

educational variety where each day’s experience is built upon yesterday’s tiny progress. I 

resigned myself to this form of spiritual growth until New Year’s Eve, 2009. 

New Year’s Eve I thought about doing an art ritual for my family and our friends during a 

get-together at our house. It was a lightweight crowd of children and adults, mostly non- 

drinkers, and very kid friendly. My idea was to use clay to represent something from the past 

year that we were ready to let go of, to release and be done with. Out with the old. We stood 

around my dining room table, everyone holding a fistful of brown clay. The kids were ready;  



some of the adults seemed lukewarm about the idea, but they all made something. I was so 

busy with the kids and the materials that I had only a moment to fashion my symbol. It came 

together quickly and I recognized it right away. It was my Black Hole, my scary darkness 

inside - represented by a cloaked nothing. It looked like an Invisible Druid with its arms 

extended. Someone quickly said “The Inner Void” and I thought it was pretty plain for 

everyone, kids included, to feel the haunt of the thing. My idea was to place the clay pieces 

outside and watch them disappear over time naturally; dust to dust. Through the wind and 

the sleet and the rain, eroding. Cool, right? 

The party, family-friendly as it was, ended well before the stroke of midnight. I was 

exhausted and went to sleep. I dreamt with the experience of the ritual on my back burner. 

Morning came. I woke with the thought that I ought to take a Polaroid of it before it was too 

late (in case some big process happened). Way to let go, self! So I grabbed the camera, went 

outside and there was nothing where I had left that Black Hole. Other sculptures remained 

but the dog had gone off with mine. I found it in about eight pieces scattered in the yard. I 

resisted the urge to repair it and instead 

scooped it up and placed it in a pile among the 

others. I got the joke that I was making in the 

metaphor of how difficult it can be to let go of 

things, even things that no longer serve. I will 

admit that I sketched it on the last page of 

December. 

I went to the kitchen and cried. A h : Went tone Aichien and cre ge Figure 1. January 1, 2009 pen on calendar  



cathartic cry - where the saline undoes the spell and the poison is released to be cleared from 

the body. I was bent over resting my head on my forearms on the counter top and I heard a 

voice. It said “Come to me empty and I will fill you.” It wasn’t a voice in my head. I have 

those too. This voice was outside me talking and I knew it was God. The voice of God came 

to me. I knew I was getting the big spiritual awakening I had always wanted but mostly I was 

flooded with knowings and insights and waves of tears. All my life I had wanted someone to 

say that to me. All my life! “Come to me empty and I will fill you.” It was my deepest 

craving. All my life I had tried to fill other people. Especially my Dad. It was my job to fill 

him, I thought. It was like he had a straw in me sucking attention and props and attaboys. 

Lots of phone calls where I was to oooo! and aahhhh! over his schedule or a blow-by-blow 

of his lunch or his TV show. But mostly I had wanted someone to do it to me. To recognize 

my emptiness and want to fill it. To fill me. 

I was crying so loudly by now that my children had come to see what was wrong. I 

told them that although I didn’t look okay, I was okay. My seven year old daughter said to 

her brother, I think it’s that Black Hole.” I told her she was right and they returned to 

watching television. I returned to allowing my incredible experience wash over me. I was 

doing this thing where I was grieving that it was God who wanted to fill me and not my 

husband or a lover. I wanted a man to do it! I just knew it would feel better if a man did it. 

God probably wouldn’t feel half as good. I lifted my head and my eyes fell on the baby Jesus 

in the manger scene still out from Christmas. I imagine God thinking “Have you ever heard 

of Jesus? He was a good looking man...I sent him for you.” It moved me and surprised me to 

get that kind of personal response from God. A man to fill me. And I realized that He was the 

only one who could ever do it to start with. No regular person can fill another person no  



matter how badly they want to or how hard they try. It’s a set- up and a lie to think otherwise. 

No wonder my Dad sucked my chi beyond exhaustion and still I felt I had failed. It is just as 

impossible for my husband to fill me when I am in my Black Hole. This is huge. That level 

of longing is between me and God. This is how I'll let go of my Black Hole. I will fill it with 

God. A monumental New Year’s Day. 

I woke the next day hearing the word “Empty” different. God understood and even 

required emptiness on the way to knowing Him. I recognized that it was my responsibility to 

empty. I have been so desperate to fill my hole for so long — with addictions and people and 

food and anything that looked like it might be the right shape or color or hell, if it just FIT I 

grabbed and hoarded and greedily held on to every little thing that comes my way. Instead I 

need to empty. To de-tox. To clean house. To purge and soften and flow again. I don’t know 

how to empty. I don’t know what it would look like. How does empty look? For that matter, 

how does full look? 

I know I am on to something. I’ve been lucky enough to hear God’s voice; I think I 

understand the message. It’s a deeper level of getting the message that unconditional love is 

God’s specialty and the ultimate cure. I want to integrate this lesson until I know it as well as 

my own name. Can art therapy facilitate my “getting” it? This research proposal is the 

answer to this question. 

Problem Statement 
  

Although art and art making have been linked to spirituality and healing for centuries, 

there are few documented cases of art therapy used as a tool for integrating spiritual 

awakenings.  



Research Question 
  

Can art therapy be used to facilitate personal spiritual growth and change? 

Rationale/Basic Assumptions 

This is a heuristic study in which the researcher has designed a methodology adapted 

from the work of Carl Moustakas (1990) on heuristic studies and the Intension-Witness 

Process adapted from the work of art therapist Pat Allen (1995) to integrate a spiritual 

awakening through art making. Data has been created and analyzed by the researcher to 

describe both the researcher’s art making process and resulting spiritual growth. 

There are a number of basic assumptions at the core of this study. The first is that art 

making is therapeutic if it promotes change or transformation in an individual or her beliefs. 

There is healing inherent in the artistic process (McNiff, 1992; Ganim, 1999; Malchiodi, 

2002, 2005). 

Arts based research is necessary and integral to the field of art therapy. Artists’ 

intuitive knowing and tacit understanding are among the reasons that art therapy is a 

legitimate form of research (McNiff, 1998). 

The heuristic art-based directives will lead to a deeper understanding of the spiritual 

awakening. This understanding includes a maturing of spirituality and faith that is 

measurable (Fowler, 1981). 

The heuristic art-based studies will lead to a more complete sense of self as artist, 

therapist and spiritual being. This also implies that others may benefit from similar 

experiences. 

Ultimately, all healing is spiritual.  



Hypotheses 

As a result of focused art therapy directives, art making and art-based self- 

explorations, the researcher can explore and integrate a spiritual awakening and get a sense 

of herself as a transformed human being as measured by a scale developed from the Stages of 

Faith as described by James Fowler (1981). 

Materials used in this research will affect the outcome in predictable ways. As Vija 

Lusebrink (1990) has described, the media’s qualities have an effect on the outcome. For 

example, the more fluid the media, the more likely an art therapy experience will be more 

emotional. Restrictive media, on the other hand, tend to be associated with more cognitive 

experiences. 

Definition of Terms   

The following definitions will apply to these terms as used throughout this study: 

Heuristic study: A form of research involving the researcher’s study of herself. The 

goal of heuristic studies is the conscious manifestation of tacit knowledge already available 

to the artist (Carolan, 2001; Moustakas, 1990). 

Arts based research: A method of inquiry that uses elements of the creative art 

therapy experience, including the making of art by the researcher, as a way of understanding 

the significance of the artist’s innate knowledge and the usefulness of artistic expression 

(McNiff, 1998). 

Burnout: A state of work saturation resulting in apathy, low energy, and resignation. 

Directive: The assignment given by an art therapist (or in this case the researcher) 

including the art media and instructional prompt.  



Spiritual awakening: Moments of sentimental and mystical experience that carry an 

enormous sense of inner authority and illumination with them (James, 1902). 

Tacit knowledge: Knowledge that is below the threshold of one’s conscious 

awareness (Moustakas, 1990). 

Spiritual growth: Movement from one stage of faith to the next as outlined in the six 

stages of human development in the quest for meaning (Fowler, 1981). 

Integrate: To make whole by bringing all the parts together (Webster’s, 1996). 

Intension-Witness Process: A self-help art therapy exercise that involves becoming 

clear about one’s own intentions through divine alignment prior to art making combined with 

reflective, non-judgmental self-awareness (Allen, 2005). 

Qualitative Research: A type of research that studies phenomenon in their own 

environment and attempts to make sense of, or interpret the phenomena for meaning. This 

type of research may include case study, personal experience, introspection, life story, 

interview, artifact, and visual texts to get an understanding of the subject matter at hand 

(Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). 

Spiritual Advisor: an outside consultant with whom the researcher has a long-term 

history and who is on a spiritual journey of her own. 

Limitations 

This study is being conducted by a researcher with a lifelong commitment to art that 

included formal training, regular art making and daily art-based meditation and journaling. 

This commitment may exceed that of persons who have little or no experience in art. The 

researcher also has a daily spiritual practice and long history of 12 Step Recovery through the 

slow type of educational spiritual growth described in the “Big Book™ of Alcoholics  



Anonymous (Alcoholics Anonymous: The Story of How Many Thousands of Men and 

Women Have Recovered from Alcoholism, 1976) with a strong desire to have a dramatic 

spiritual awakening. 

There may be a personal bias to healing of this nature implied by virtue of the 

researcher’s own experiences. The researcher has no skepticism on the topic of spiritual 

experiences and finds evidence of meaning in everyday experiences. The researcher has an 

ethical obligation to be competent and to present information and results accurately to the 

profession and others. 

Purposes and Objectives of the Study 

The primary purpose of this study is to determine whether an art therapy student can 

design and implement an art-based heuristic study that promotes and evaluates measurable 

spiritual growth over a period of six weeks. 

The research is in partial fulfillment of the requirements for Saint Mary-of-the-Woods 

Graduate Art Therapy Program. 

Also important to this study is to show a connection between art therapy and 

spirituality and support the validity and inclusion of art-based research in the field of art 

therapy (Gilroy, 2006). 

To carry out this study I have met the following objectives: First I have determined 

what art materials and directives to use; second I determined how to describe and interpret 

the data from my artwork; and third, I determined a way to measure and describe my spiritual 

growth. It is the hope of this researcher that art-based research proves its own validity and 

that art making and art therapy are an important bridge for integrating the seen and the 

unseen; the known and the intuited (Carolan, 2001).  



Merits of the Study 
  

The fact that this study is heuristic in nature may be viewed as a strength since this 

researcher has many years of both art making and self-reflection. This research might benefit 

other art therapy students/art therapists in healing not only for themselves but also for 

working with clients in search of meaning and spiritual growth. 

This study adds to the body of professional literature on art-based research and to the 

literature on the connection to creativity and spirituality. It may also be of merit to those 

interested in counseling/psychotherapy and spirituality. 

This study adds specific examples to the research work about the expressive therapies 

continuum and media implications. 

 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Heuristic Studies in Art Therapy Research   

A comprehensive review of the literature on heuristic studies and art therapy shows 

that there are several heuristic studies in the field of art therapy which Bloomgarden and 

Netzer (1998) made a strong case for including in research. Two published studies were 

uncovered: one by Fenner (1996) who designed a heuristic study that involved brief image 

making and writing as both research and self-therapy; and the other one by Howard (1993) 

where she worked for 52 weeks on a visual dialog with her own artwork. There are other 

examples of heuristic studies noted in the field of art therapy in the following dissertations: 

G. M. Jahner (2002) discussed the transformative power of expressive art making in eight 

women’s experience in creating self portraits. Anne Wallace-Digarbo (1995) used art and 

full-body portraits with addicted women to explore the connection between body image and 

addiction. Lynn Kapitan (1997) designed a heuristic study about the relationship of art 

making and peacemaking encouraging art therapists to promote the two together. Meghan 

Lewis’ (2000) heuristic study on goddess art, made a connection to spirituality and healing 

through art. Greg Pitonza (2008) designed a heuristic study regarding the need for hands on 

art experience to fulfill social, ego and spiritual needs. Svendsen (1997) used art therapy as 

part of integrating utilitarian and expressive aspects of self through work. Arlette Wasik 

(2003) examined the creative expression of paradox. Christine Hennig (2005) completed a 

retrospective heuristic study on spontaneous art making to heal from sexual abuse.  



Art- Based Research 
  

Art therapists are being encouraged to do more introspective and personal work by 

S.K. Levine (1992) and Shaun McNiff (1998) along with a growing number of authors. They 

show a need for creative and right-brained research to offset all the quantitative, more 

scientific research. McNiff made the argument that an artist’s tacit knowing is one of the 

unique tools being brought to the therapeutic process. To ignore this in favor of more left- 

brained research studies is to lose some of what makes art therapy a discipline all its own. 

Andrea Gilroy (2006) offered guidelines and descriptions of the usefulness of art-based 

research and compared its benefits to more quantitative research studies. 

Spirituality, Counseling and Art Therapy 
  

There is a growing body of work about the value of spirituality in the therapeutic 

process although very little is connected directly to art therapy. There are several books and 

articles concerning the topic of spirituality and the benefits of its inclusion in the therapeutic 

model. Richards and Bergin (2005) promoted an ecumenical approach that separates religion 

from spirituality while suggesting guidelines for appropriate spiritual interventions. In her 

Integrating Spirituality in Counseling Hinterkopf (1998) offered models of incorporating 

spiritual approaches with traditional counseling approaches. There are many articles on the 

subject of spirituality in counseling. They include: Sorenson (2004) on ending the “war” 

between psychoanalysis and religion; Richards and Bergin (2005) on the need for a spiritual 

strategy in counseling and psychotherapy, Richards, Rector and Tjeltveit (1999) on the 

growing contemporary trend to include spiritual views in psychology; Piedmont (1999) 

developed an argument that a person’s spirituality is an integral part of their personality and 

should be considered in treatment; Watts, Dutton and Gulliford (2006) at Cambridge  



University, suggested that many therapeutic qualities like forgiveness, hope and gratitude 

have spiritual components that must be addressed at the same time in therapy. Russell and 

Yarhouse (2006) stressed that some training in religious/spiritual concerns should be 

included in the internships of psychologists and therapists to meet the spiritual needs of 

clients. Faiver, Ingersoll, O’Brien and McNally (2001) have explored ways for counselors to 

assess both their own and clients’ spiritual levels with suggestions about including God in 

mental health. 

Literature on the more narrow topic of art and spirituality shows the growing trend of 

using art for spiritual growth and healing. Shaun McNiff (1992) traced the roots of art 

therapy to the shaman, or holy man, in ancient times. Marina Strydom (2007) argued that art 

is directly related to spirituality and that art making, with its symbols, metaphors and rituals 

is a natural way to pursue spiritual growth. In her books Art is a Way of Knowing (1995) and 

Art is a Spiritual Path (2005) Pat Allen mapped out a guide to self-awareness and spiritual 

fulfillment through creativity. Ganim (1999) expounded upon the idea that spiritual 

transformation is the high calling of art making and therefore art therapy. Ellen Horowitz 

(2002) developed an Art Belief Assessment to use with art therapy clients interested in 

exploring and healing their belief systems. Other art therapists who wrote about the 

connection between art and spirituality include Cathy Malchiodi (2002, 2005) and Bruce 

Moon (2004). 

Summary 

This review of the literature indicates that there is a precedent for heuristic studies in 

the field of art therapy. In the time that this researcher has been in graduate school (four 

years) she has noticed the number has grown from two to six studies.  



The researcher has noted that there appears to be a continual need for research 

regarding the artists’ tacit knowing and arriving at meaning through art therapy. More quality 

art-based research needs to be published. This type of research is one of the unique strengths 

of the art therapist as artist. Because they do not only deal in numbers and linear time, art 

therapists can explore less traditionally researched and documented places like the soul, 

physical transcendence and spiritual awakenings. It has been the artists’ prerogative to talk 

about God for thousands of years. Can it not also be the art therapists’? 

Bringing spirituality into the therapist or counselors office has been written about. 

The magic combination of spirituality in the art therapist’s office is cutting edge in our field. 

Although there is some literature and much anthropology suggests that there is healing 

inherent in the creative process, the field of art therapy needs more careful research and 

documentation on this point (McNiff, 1992, 1998; Ganim, 1999; Gilroy, 2006). 

 



CHAPTER III 

METHODS 

Research Design 

This is a heuristic study. The researcher is the subject. It is a qualitative, art-based 

study of the healing inherent in the process of creating art. A design drawn from the well- 

established Moustakas method (Moustakas, 1990), combined with narratives generated by a 

variation of Pat Allen’s Intention-Witness process (Allen, 1995) and directives in wood, 

graphite, clay and watercolor makes up the data. James Fowler’s Stages of Faith (Fowler, 

1981) have been adapted as the measuring tool along with the written self- reports. The 

researcher completed both a pre- and a post- test using this scale. 

The four weeks of art making followed a similar pattern. A pair of artworks in each 

media was created to illustrate the two parts of the phrase “come to me empty” and “I will fill 

you.” The art was created in this order by starting with the most resistive media (wood) and 

working toward the least resistive (watercolor). The effect of the media itself became another 

interesting part of the study along with subjective and objective media properties. 

Moustakas’ (1990) heuristic method involves three critical processes: 1) concentrated 

gazing with a search for meaning, 2) focus on a topic or formulation of the question and 3) 

methods of preparing, collecting, organizing, analyzing, and synthesizing data. Systematic 

steps, or phases, make up the basic research design and guide the study. These steps as 

Moustakas described them are Immersion, Incubation, Illumination, Explication and Creative 

Synthesis. The researcher has modified Moustakas’ design to fit this study in the following 

way: the initial stage of Immersion took place the first four weeks of the study working 

through the phrase media by media one week/one media at a time. These four weeks were  



followed by a week of incubation during which the researcher made no art but was in the 

presence of the eight combined artworks on a daily basis. Week six was used as a time to 

synthesize the pairs of art work into a final piece per media creating a fuller integration 

through the art making experience. Finally, the researcher completed the post-test and write 

up, including an analysis of spiritual growth demonstrated by comparing pre- and post- test 

scores. 

The researcher employed a variation of Pat Allen’s Intention-Witness process to 

document an inner dialog between artist and art (after an introductory centering and 

grounding exercise) by speaking first as the artist (intention) and then as the art itself 

(witness). The dialogues have a focus on insight, attitude and behavior as well as notes about 

the media used. 

James Fowler’s Stages of Faith (1981) are considered to be a developmental model of 

spiritual growth. The stages are 1) Intuitive-Projective faith, 2) Mythic-Literal faith, 3) 

Synthetic-Conventional faith, adolescence, 4) Individuative-Reflective faith, 5) Conjunctive 

faith and, the rare 6) Actualizers. Due to the presence of bias in the researcher, a scale was 

devised by an objective party, the spiritual advisor (Appendix A) using five questions created 

from each stage. This measure will ensure an objective evaluation for this study. 

Data Collection 

The initial data generated by the researcher is a set of two dremel and wood drawings, 

two graphite drawings, two clay sculptures and two watercolor paintings. These art responses 

were all made with the common directive to illustrate the two parts of the phrase “Come to 

me empty” and “I will fill you.” The researcher experienced a descent and ascent as she 

worked through the phrasing; going deep during the process of emptying and rising with the  



healing. The researcher produced these eight art pieces in pairs over four weeks’ time in her 

studio. This week by week data has been expanded to include the text generated by the 

recorded inner dialogue between the artist/researcher and the art itself. These dialogues are in 

written, verbal form and submitted along with the art itself as the total data for the study. The 

researcher then allowed one week of incubation time during which no further art making, 

research or writing took place. During this incubation stage the researcher was in the 

presence of the eight artworks daily. Other art data was created during the synthesis week 

and these four pieces are included. The researcher includes both pre- and post- self-reports 

regarding the level of spiritual integration inspired by the directive phrase and combined with 

the artwork and writings. The pre-test was stored in the researcher’s locked office until the 

end of the incubation period. Together these art pieces, writings and Spiritual Development 

tests have been analyzed for evidence of spiritual growth. The data, including both artwork 

and narratives, is stored in a secure filing cabinet in the researcher’s studio. 

Data Analysis 

The raw data consists of four pairs of art work and four pairs of written narratives. 

The art works are shown and explicated in Figures 2 through 11. Four synthesis art works, 

combining the pairs into one piece of art per media, are shown and explicated in Figures 12 

through 15. The researcher has also taken and compared pre- and post-test scores after 

completing the sets of drawings and writings using the measuring tool in Appendix A. Pre- 

and post- self-report scores have been evaluated and show that art therapy has promoted the 

integration of spiritual growth in the researcher as perceived by the researcher and measured 

by the Spirituality scale These results are described in the following research and are 

included as Tables 1, 2, and 3.  



Ethical Considerations 
  

Since the researcher is the subject there are fewer ethical considerations than are 

usually involved in research with other subjects. However because the researcher is also the 

subject of the research she is entitled to ethical considerations, especially to protection from 

an irresponsible level of risk. 

The primary potential risk of the study is burn-out since the amount of work as both 

subject and researcher expected is great. The incubation period is seen as beneficial for this 

very reason. The profound nature of this exploration and the attempt to work deeply in the 

spirit may move the researcher leaving her vulnerable. For this reason, the researcher was 

involved in on-going support in her community, including sessions with a spiritual advisor 

and therapist. 

There is a certain amount of risk in generalizing from an individual case to a more 

universal principle. There is also the risk of arts based research being labeled “soft” research 

in a quantitative culture rather than a qualitative one. For this reason, the researcher has 

included information about the growing, accepted incorporation of art-based research in the 

field of art therapy. 

Bias on the part of the researcher is an ethical consideration which is why the 

development of methodology and the personal nature of the study are revealed as 

transparently as possible. To this end both art and writings are included in the study. Also to 

avoid subjectivity and bias an objective party, the spiritual advisor, developed the scale of 

spiritual integration (Appendix A).  



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS: THE INITIAL PAIRS 

Art therapy designed and executed with a personal therapeutic intention has led to 

deep healing and personal growth. Making art about a spiritual awakening has deepened the 

researcher’s spiritual relationship with God and herself. The process of art therapy 

contributed to a crystallization of personal insights, shifts in attitude and changes in behavior 

which are reflected by the progress in spiritual development shown on the adapted Fowler 

(1981) scale. The different media used were informative, and make up an interesting part of 

the results and overall experience as well. 

Exercise in Wood 

Come to Me Empty dremel on wood  



Intention-Witness Process 

Artist and intention: I will understand the phrase “Come to me empty” on a deeper 

level by holding the words in my thought while using a dremel to carve a piece of painted 

wood. 

Art as witness: I am receptive, a container for “empty”. Your “empty” carved at me, 

carved away at me and carved holes right through me. Do I have to disappear to be 

completely “empty”? That is a scary idea. 

Figure 3 And I Will Fill You dremel on wood 

Intention-Witness Process 

Artist and intention: I will understand the phrase “And I will fill you” on a deeper 

level by holding the words in my thought while using a dremel to carve a piece of painted 

wood.  



Art as Witness: Turn me upside down and see that I am full below the surface. I am 

full and still alive. “Full” is just a twist on “empty”; a simple change of perspective that 

cleanses the eye and shows the brain it’s all in the point of view. Illustrating “full with spirit” 

is like drawing air. 

Notes on the media: There were several ways that the wood and dremel drawings 

were hard. The wood did not give way gracefully and my right hand (where I have some 

damage) became sore and numb from the strong grip I needed to use. The pitch of the dremel 

on wood was nerve-racking so that I had to really concentrate on my intention. This 

combination meant that it took more than one session to complete the artwork. I love the raw 

quality of the finished product and appreciate the metaphor of changing perspective by 

turning upside down, much like the Hanged Man in Tarot. 

Exercise in graphite 
  

Figure 4 Come to Me Empty graphite on paper  



Intention-Witness Process 

Artist and intention: I will understand the phrase “Come to Me Empty” on a deeper 

level by holding the words in my thought while using graphite on paper to illustrate the two 

parts of the phrase. 

Art as Witness: I beckon “come to me” and set a pretty stage. I am alluring and 

inviting and willing to be used. Would You come to an empty setting? Would You come to a 

blank page? I create this border for You. I leave the stage empty for You. 

Figure 5 And I Will Fill You graphite on paper  



Intention-Witness Process 

Artist and intention: I will understand the phrase “And I will fill you” on a deeper 

level by holding the words in my thought while using graphite on paper to illustrate the two 

parts of the phrase. 

Art as Witness: I am filled with the same stuff you call me with. Liquid and warm and 

rising like the tide. But you cannot hold me. I do not conform to your shape. All you can do 

is allow Me to flow. See the movement in the foreground and midground and background? 

On all levels I fill you. I am the very breath of life. 

Notes on the media: Graphite and graffito are more literal than abstract and create 

dimension and depth through tone and value. I learn from these graphite drawings that “full” 

is not just top to bottom, but foreground to background as well. 

Exercise in Clay 

Figure 6 (outside) Come to Me Empty  



Figure 7 (inside) Come to Me Empty 

Intention-Witness Process 

Artist and intention: I will understand the phrase “Come to Me Empty” on a deeper 

level by holding the words in my thought while using clay to illustrate the two parts of the 

phrase. 

Art as Witness: “Come to me”, I beg you to open me. “Empty” is what’s inside. This 

is not the bait and switch you think it is. It is an invitation to be receptive, to remain open and 

empty. Hold steady; empty. “Empty” closed is safe. I am safe and sound, and still vulnerable. 

Figure 8 (outside) And I Will Fill You  



Figure 9 (inside) And I Will Fill You 

Intention-Witness Process 

Artist and intention: I will understand the phrase “And I will Fill You” on a deeper 

level by holding the words in my thought while using clay to illustrate the two parts of the 

phrase. 

Art as Witness: I am plain and simple. An egg. Want to look inside? Crack me open 

and you’ll see that I am full of richness and life and organic potential. I am feminine and I fit 

in the palm of your hand. 

Notes on the media: Clay becomes a 3-dimensional sculpture and therefore it is 

possible to actually open and to empty. The concept of vessel is quite literal now and 

comparing and contrasting insides and outsides creates a 3-dimensional metaphor that relates 

well to my 3-dimensional body. 

 



Exercise in Watercolor 
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Figure 10 Come to Me Empty watercolor on paper 

Intention-Witness Process 

Artist and intention: I will understand the phrase “Come to Me Empty” on a deeper 

level by holding the words in my thought while using watercolor on paper to illustrate the 

two parts of the phrase. 

Art as Witness: I am the darkness of an empty night thick and deep. No moon light, 

no sun. My darkness goes on and on like the sky itself to a place of infinite cosmos, before 

God spoke the first words.  
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Figure 11 And I Will Fill You watercolor on paper 

Intention-Witness Process 

Artist and intention: I will understand the phrase “Come to Me Empty” on a deeper 

level by holding the words in my thought while using watercolor on paper to illustrate the 

two parts of the phrase. 

Art as Witness: I am the light at the end of the tunnel. I am the moon full and bright. I 

shine like the galaxy reflecting the sun when God said “Let there be light.” 

Notes on the media: Watercolor allows for the introduction of color. By choosing 

gold I added reference to royalty and richness and wealth. The white of the paper glows even 

brighter against the gold and black, creating a deeper contrast. I tell my students when  



studying composition that only the Virgin Mary goes in the center. Look what I’ve done! The 

divine mother is the center and a stand-in for all that is sacred. 

After Incubation: The Synthesis Pieces 

After a week of incubation and living with the pairs of art, the researcher felt 

compelled to create one synthesis piece from each of the pairs. The goal was to combine the 

two initial art pieces into one that included key elements of both. The four synthesis pieces 

had the effect of an overall gelling of the entire phrase as it was heard New Years morning. It 

felt like the next right thing and was indicated by the work on heuristic studies by Moustakas 

(1990). 

Exercise in Wood 

Figure 12 Empty/Full: Synthesis dremel on painted wood  



Intention-Witness Process 

Artist and intention: I will understand the phrase “Come to Me Empty and I Will Fill 

You” on a deeper level by combining and therefore synthesizing the pair of carvings created 

before incubation. 

Art as Witness: I am the cosmos and all that is in it. I am the darkness and the light. I 

am in you and around you and all that is. 

Notes on the media: With a higher powered dremel I was able to work faster and 

easier, making marks and holes and squiggles exaggerating the qualities that I first 

discovered before incubation. This piece is very beautiful to me and reminds me of both a 

NASA view of the night sky and the darkness right when God said “Let there be light”. 

Drilling through to nothing, actually making empty holes is a literal and informative process. 

Exercise in graphite 

Figure 13 Empty/Full: Synthesis graphite on paper  



Intention-Witness Process 

Artist and intention: I will understand the phrase “Come to Me Empty and I Will Fill 

You” on a deeper level by combining and therefore synthesizing the pair of graphite 

drawings created before incubation. 

Art as Witness: I am a jungle deep and thick. Come in. Enter me. I surround you and 

hold you and tie you up. I envelope all that is. 

Notes on the media: It is harder to make “empty” with graphite so I use graffito to 

create positive and negative instead. The range in tone from white to black creates a rich 

drawing. The result is swirly and I feel held by the imagery. 

Exercise in clay 

Figure 14 (outside) Empty/Full Synthesis 

 



Figure 15 (Inside) Empty/Full Synthesis 

Intention-Witness Process 

Artist and intention: I will understand the phrase “Come to Me Empty and I Will Fill 

You” on a deeper level by combining and therefore synthesizing the pair of clay eggs created 

before incubation. 

Art as Witness: I am beautiful inside and out. I am consistent and whole. My insides 

match my outsides and they belong together. 

Notes on the media: Combining the inside and outside eggs in clay I have the 

opportunity to both (literally) empty and to fill. In this case creating a single egg that holds 

both qualities feels like a complete experience that I can hold it in my hand. The clay is 

tangible and grounded and allows me to see evidence that I can be whole too. I am made of 

clay. This impacts me deep in my chest in a profound way. 

 



Exercise in watercolor 
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Figure 16 Empty/Full: Synthesis watercolor on paper 

Intention-Witness Process 

Artist and intention: I will understand the phrase “Come to Me Empty and I Will Fill 

You” on a deeper level by combining and therefore synthesizing the pair of watercolors 

created before incubation. 

Art as Witness: I am the safe place in the briar patch that Brer Rabbit wants to return 

to. The paradox of the trickster. There is even a safe place within the safe place. An inner 

sanctum. 

Notes on the media: Watercolor builds layer-by-layer using texture, marks and color.  



This is like the deepening of my experience of God bit by bit, layer by layer. It makes a 

beautiful metaphor with my overall process. 

Stages of Faith Self -Monitor Test 

Because this research is focused on spiritual growth promoted by art therapy it was 

necessary to develop an instrument to measure spirituality. This instrument, Stages of Faith, 

was developed with the help of a spiritual mentor from the work of James Fowler. Fowler 

(1981) saw spirituality and spiritual growth as being a developmental process that moves 

through some universal and predictable stages. These six stages reflect certain beliefs and 

five of these belief statements indicative of each stage make up the simple true/false self 

monitor. Both the instrument and its origins are included in Appendix A. The key is also 

included, indicating which stage a “true” answer is compatible with. The stage with the most 

“true” answers is likely the stage one is currently working within. A solid five “true’s” per 

stage would imply full arrival and embodiment of a level of spiritual development. 

The researcher completed the test before creating the pairs of intentional art works. 

This test scored no five “true” answers; instead the researcher was spread evenly across 

stages three, four, five and six with four “true” answers each. This indicated some unfinished 

business developmentally and lack of full arrival in any one stage; instead, there is an 

uncatagorical quality to the researcher’s pre-research stage of faith. 

The post-test, taken after both incubation and creation of the synthesis art pieces, 

showed some small but measurable growth. There were five “true” answers to stage four and 

2.32 only three “true’s” to stage three. This indicates that the researcher had shifted a bit, closing 

out stage three and moving fully into stage four. The new, swing beliefs were answering 

“False” to “ I look to outside authorities for my answers”, answering “False” to “I manipulate  



situations and people around me because I know how they should be”, answering “False” to 

I believe I have to do it all by myself; I don’t get the support I need” and answering “True” to 

“ My attention has shifted from my outer relationships to my inner relationship”. Altogether, 

these shifted beliefs account for a subtle but important claim of commitment to self as a 

priority and a focus on deeper kind of inner knowing. 

The researcher had anticipated a more significant change and had hoped for a higher 

stage of spiritual development. The pre- and post- test scores were disappointing in that 

regard. However the movement from a spread to a solid stage four is documented growth in 

two key spiritual arenas: taking responsibility for one’s own spiritual health and looking 

inside the self for a spiritual relationship. It is also a reminder of how slow growth is 

sometimes, both for therapists and clients. 

 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

There is both historical support and heuristic evidence verifying the hypothesis that 

art therapy can be used to promote spiritual growth. Since its inception art therapy has 

acknowledged that the wordless expression of art can link the creative process with 

spirituality. Further investigation into this connection proves that there is some measurable 

growth in spiritual development through intentional art making. 

This offers the art therapy community an opportunity to re-connect with its shamanic 

roots and to consider art therapy for use in spiritual dilemmas. There are many who recognize 

that personal crisis is often accompanied by spiritual crisis and that all healing is ultimately 

God-given. Art therapy seems especially apt as an intervention for spiritual emergencies and 

can foster positive growth in individuals looking for spiritual help. 

The choice of media impacted the researcher’s experience. Of the four materials — 

wood, graphite, clay and watercolor — clay elicited the most moving experience at synthesis. 

Clay seems to have a body of its own. It contributes to its own forming, has a memory and 

even a will. The three “Eggs” really hit home. The most successful illustration is the 

watercolor pair, especially “And I Will Fill You” which has a transcendent quality. The 

material with the most articulate metaphor is the dremel on wood. Emptying is hard work 

and requires deliberate concentration and even some physical discomfort. The graphite lesson 

seems to be that “empty” requires a container or framework and that “full” is not the opposite 

of empty, but empty filled out.  



Discussions 

Limitations of the study include the length of time available to the researcher for the 

process. The art making, incubation and narratives were completed in a nine week period. 

Nine weeks may not be enough time to expect radical shifts in consciousness; God may work 

on a different timetable! 

The researcher’s background as an artist makes her especially equipped to use art 

therapy as a healing modality. Therefore, this study should be repeated with non-artists. 

The assessment designed by an outside observer needs to be tested over time with 

other individuals. A spiritual assessment at an intake interview, along with the House-Tree- 

Person, for example, might assist the therapeutic process with spiritual support and healing. 

Recommendations 

This work suggests that other individuals may benefit from spiritually focused art 

therapy. The researcher found it powerfully healing to make the art, participate in the 

Intension - Witness Process, and see spiritual progress reflected in the Stages of Faith. 

Additional art-based studies in spiritual growth should be carried out using a pre- and 

post- test to track progress thereby letting the art making and art speak for itself. Artists and 

art therapists are in a unique position to create art as research data. Documenting the power 

of art therapy, keeping the art out front, will add to the field of art therapy. 

Another recommendation is to experiment with other media and other meaningful, 

spiritually-based directives. It would be especially important to notice resistive and flowing 

media and the impact each has on the process. Using the Expressive Therapies Continuum to 

select and track progress vis-a-vis art media would render even more understanding of the 

impact that the media has on the message.  
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APPENDIX A 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE INSTRUMENT 

The following measurement tool was developed by Lynne Forrest, my Spiritual 

Advisor, to measure spiritual development for this research paper on integrating spiritual 

awakenings through art therapy. We adapted the work of James Fowler (1981) on the stages 

of faith for this purpose. According to Fowler, these six stages are the typical pathway we 

take as our thinking and consciousness evolve. Each stage has both a light and a shadow 

belief system reflected in five questions per stage. 

Stage 1. Intuitive-Projective Faith: Blind acceptance of our own magical thinking and 

beliefs. The gift of this stage is imagination and intuition. The danger of this stage involves 

becoming “stuck” with literal, usually limiting, ideas or difficulty telling what is “real” from 

what is “un-real.” 

Beliefs typical to this stage include: 

If I find the right way to be-say-do, I can make things different. 

Things do not work out for me because I have done something wrong. 

I spend a lot of time visualizing and fantasizing about the way I want my life to be. 

When I think of God, I visualize him as a deified man who judges me for who I am 

and what I have done. 

Someone or something is impeding my success. 

Stage 2. Mythic-Literal Faith: Believing the “stories” of who we are, limiting us and 

sometimes trapping us. Justice and fairness are paramount in this stage. The gift it brings is 

the rise of the narrative and other story forms — drama, myth — to explain experiences. The  



danger is perfectionism and a need to control, or a decision to give up trying and accept an 

innate “badness.” 

Beliefs typical to this stage include: 

I have to see it to believe it. 

I believe the Bible literally. 

I manipulate situations and people around me because I know how they should be. 

I believe I have to do it all by myself; I do not get the support I need. 

What I say/do is only acceptable if others approve. 

Stage 3. Synthetic-Conventional Faith: Applying our faith to all aspects of life — 

family, work, school and career — and synthesizing our values and understanding. This type 

of faith becomes the story that is lived out without consciousness or examination, often as 

“followers” of another “authority.” Many adults get “stuck” here. The gifts of this level of 

faith center around an individual becoming aware of her personal mythology and taking 

some authorship in the creation of a future. The dangers associated with this level of faith 

include accepting without questioning the status quo storyline and fear of any change. 

The beliefs associated with this stage include: 

I used to be so sure of the way things are; now I am not. 

I have been through hard life shake-ups causing me to totally change the way I see 

things. 

There are things in life that I never recovered from. 

I look to outside authorities for my answers.  



e When people do not agree with the way I see things, I see them as “against” me and 

do not like them. 

Stage 4. the Individuative-Reflective Faith: Actively taking responsibility for one’s 

own lifestyle, beliefs and attitudes. Life seems more complex and consistency is hard to 

achieve. Individuals in this stage of spiritual development look for systems of meaning in 

their own life compared to more universal meaning. The gift of this stage is critical self- 

reflection. The danger is overconfidence with the conscious mind and a narcissistic view of 

the world. 

Beliefs in this stage include: 

I remember when I suddenly realized I was responsible for the outcomes in my life. 

I often feel torn between taking care of myself and taking care of others. 

I realize I no longer fit the identity I had of myself. 

I feel like I am more respectful and understanding of myself. 

My attention has shifted from my outer to my inner relationship. 

Stage 5. Conjunctive Faith: Acceptance of a mature type of faith that is inclusive of 

both dark and light aspects of self and personality as well as an understanding that reality 

holds both. It necessitates an open minded re-examination of one’s past in a context of an 

untransformed world and a contradictory transformative vision for self and others. The gift of 

this stage is the recognition of relative “rightness” and “wrongness” and an acceptance of the 

irony of being both important in our own story and insignificant in others’. The danger lies in 

giving up in the face of the uncanny paradoxes of being conscious. 

Beliefs held by people in this stage include: 

e Some things just do not seem to fit the spiritual principles.  



I am less likely to see things from one extreme or the other; I seek a middle ground. 

I have seen much evidence that there are “no mistakes, no coincidences, and no 

accidents.” 

I struggle with the idea of spiritual perfection and the way the world really is. 

I have come to see that my life events were necessary and useful; I have no regrets. 

Stage 6. Universalized, is very rare. These people are incarnators and actualizers. 

Theirs 1s a world that is inclusive and liberated from the belief of separation from God, others 

and self. The faith generated and held by this stage of spiritual development is the 

unflinching knowing of oneness on the universal level, the peace that accompanies it and the 

love of life aspect. It shows in a lucid, human style of living and relating that is “contagious” 

and easy. However sometimes people in this stage are misunderstood as troublemakers and 

even as enemies of religion and existing cultural structures. 

Common beliefs held by people from this stage are: 

e My relationship to God governs all my decisions. 

I do not feel compelled to change others or the way things are. 

I empathize with the struggles of others and therefore do not judge them. 

I notice others seek counsel from me. 

I see whatever happens as perfectly designed to bring me into greater alignment with 

God. 

While it is difficult to decide on our own over-all spiritual evolution, perhaps we can 

measure our progress with a 30-question measurement instrument of spiritual faith 

(Appendix B).  



APPENDIX B 

STAGES OF FAITH — A SELF-MONITOR OF SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT 

Answer True or False to the following questions. A cluster of True answers will correspond 

to a Level of Faith previously introduced. 

1) Ido not feel compelled to change others or the way things are. 

2) Things do not work out for me because I have done something wrong. 

3) Someone or something is impeding my success. 

4) Ibelieve the Bible literally. 

5) Istruggle with the idea of spiritual perfection and the way the world really is. 

6) Ihave come to see that my life events were necessary and useful; I have no regrets. 

7) If I find the right way to be-say-do, I can make things different. 

8) I used to be so sure of the way things are; now I am not. 

9) Ihave been through hard life shake-ups causing me to totally change the way I see 

things. 

10) I feel like I am more respectful and understanding of myself. 

11) Iam less likely to see things from one extreme or the other; I seek a middle ground. 

12) There are things in life that I never recovered from. 

13) I'look to outside authorities for my answers. 

14) When people do not agree with the way I see things, I see them as “against” me and 

do not like them.  



15) When I think of God, I visualize him as a deified man who judges me for who I am 

and what I have done. 

16) Iremember when I suddenly realized I was responsible for the outcomes in my life. 

17) Isee whatever happens as perfectly designed to bring me into greater alignment with 

God. 

18) I manipulate situations and people around me because I know how they should be. 

19) I often feel torn between taking care of myself and taking care of others. 

20) My relationship to God governs all my decisions. 

21) What I say/do is only acceptable if others approve. 

22) Ihave to see it to believe it. 

23) Irealize I no longer fit the identity I had of myself. 

24) Ibelieve I have to do it all by myself; I do not get the support I need. 

25) My attention has shifted from my outer relationships to my inner relationship. 

26) Some things just do not seem to fit the spiritual principles. 

27) Ihave seen much evidence that there are “no mistakes, no coincidences, and no 

accidents.” 

28) I empathize with the struggles of others and therefore do not judge them. 

29) I notice others seek counsel from me. 

30) I spend a lot of time visualizing and fantasizing about the way I want my life to be.  



APPENDIX C 

Answer Key 

Assign a Stage number to all “True” answers. The highest cluster with the most “True” 

answers will represent the current Stage of Spiritual Development. Blocks to further progress 

may be ascertained from other “True” questions. 

1) Stage 6 

2) Stage 1 

3) Stage 1 

4) Stage 2 

5) Stage 5 

6) Stage 5 

7) Stage 1 

8) Stage 3 

9) Stage 3 

10) Stage 4 

11) Stage 5 

12) Stage 3 

13) Stage 3 

14) Stage 3 

15) Stage 1 

16) Stage 4 

17) Stage 6 

18) Stage 2 

19) Stage 4 

20) Stage 6 

21) Stage 2 

22) Stage 2 

23) Stage 4 

24) Stage 2 

25) Stage 4 

26) Stage 5 

27) Stage 5 

28) Stage 6 

29) Stage 6 

30) Stage 1  



Assign a Stage number to all “True” answers. The highest cluster with the most “True” 

answers will represent the current Stage of Spiritual Development. Blocks to further progress 

may be ascertained from other “True” questions. 

 


